Abstract. We 
Introduction
In this note, we consider weak solutions of a parabolic equation 0u -3-a / ä"\_+^.,-rr.0u
(1) ot -krffi(orr(r't)' a",) : Lb{t,t) a"
We assume that the equation (1,) Rademacher-Stepanoff differentiability criterion (see [13] We start with two inequalities, which play the same role as the Cacciopoli estimates in the elliptic case. They are valid for arbitrary solutions and nonnegative subsolutions of (1) We shall .pply (13) to the succesive powers of solution and to the sequence of nested rectangles with common upper boundary. For rn : 0, 1, 2, . . . let u* : lu -un@)l** (.o that u*".1 : ,k) and define rectangles .R*, R*: {r: maxlro,, -,;l < p*12} , (to -r**2a2,ts*2a2), where Q^:(7*2-^).a, r* : (Zr/2 + (z -Br/2) .2-^)z . a2. It is clear that B(2o) : Ro J Er f ... ) n;:oB* ) R(a). Then, letting 'u: um, Q: Q*t T: T*, Q' : Qm*1, and r' : Tm*r in (13) , we find after a simple calculation the following inequality for H^:: Hn^,r*(u*): Finally, we shall .pply Poincard's inequality to estimate the right hand side of (15). Assume with no Ioss of generality that X6 :0, then change integration nariables from (c, t) e R(2a) to (y, s): (rf a,tl2az), estimate the integral (over cube!) with the help of Poincar6's inequality in its standard form, and change variables back to (r, t) to obtain: o-( cs.a2. {l t""tx,,t)12 drdt. R(2a) This inequality obviously implies (7) (rr,to) e Q : G x (0,7) be a point for which (16) 2) The method of proof used in [11] evidently fails in the parabolic case, because the linear transformations X r-+ hX * Xo do not conserve the structure of (1)-this is due to the asymmetry of derivatives with respect to time and space variables.
3) There is one general problem connected it true that for f € L2 ( 
